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6 Painful Mistakes that Stop
You Developing Strong
Leadership
Discover the most common mistakes and how to avoid them



When it comes to sustaining business growth, businesses face 3 key
leadership challenges:

Leadership Capacity – For an organisation to grow it needs the right people
and the right leadership. A shortage of leaders throughout the organisation
is the biggest challenge to continuing growth. Do you have enough leaders
to support your business?

Leadership Capability – Rapid growth means people may have had limited
exposure to management and leadership positions. Do your people have
the skills they need to be successful?

Leadership Culture – Building leaders needs more than a portfolio of
training programmes. It means having a culture of growth that everyone
buys into. Does your company support a culture of innovation and success?

Companies instinctively know they should develop their leaders. But they
sometimes don't know how to go about it. I see six classic mistakes that
companies make.

Are you making them too?

In this report, you'll discover the most common mistakes and how to avoid
them

I hope you �nd it useful, If you have any questions, please get in touch.

Are these challenges
stalling your company's
growth?



Successful companies need strong leadership at all levels of the organisation.
Even if your employees don't manage others, they need an understanding of
leadership skills. They need to be able to lead themselves and projects. They
need to guide and in�uence clients. They need to lead the growth and
development of their area of the business.

Recommendation: Invest in developing leadership skills and potential at
every level in the organisation.

Mistake Number 1
They don't invest enough time and money in developing their
leaders



Leadership isn't about the here and now. Leadership is about the future. And
companies need leaders who have the skill and the con�dence to take them
there. Leadership needs to be de�ned for each company’s vision. Leadership
cannot take a ‘one-size �ts all’ format. Instead, it is de�ned by the skills needed
to reach an envisaged picture of success in the future.

Recommendation: Develop a clear picture of future success for the
organisation then de�ne the leadership skills you will need to make that
vision a reality

Mistake Number 2
They don't take a long-term view when de�ning leadership



A classic mistake many businesses make is to promote those who have
performed best in technical front-line roles into leadership roles. But this fails
to recognise the skills needed for leadership are di�erent. Without training
and support, there’s a strong likelihood that they’ll be found wanting. And that
will be to the detriment of the company’s growth and success.

Recommendation: Assess future leaders for their leadership potential
and train them so they develop the skills and con�dence to lead
e�ectively.

Mistake Number 3
They give people leadership roles because they're the best
techies



Adults remember only 10% of what they hear in a lecture style setting. But
66% of people remember what they have been taught when they’re given the
chance to learn by doing? Leadership isn't about what people know and think.
It's about what people do and say. To have real business impact, leadership
development must be designed around real work challenges.

Recommendation: Build leadership development around real work
challenges while creating opportunities for learning and re�ection.

Mistake Number 4
They try to develop their leaders by sending them on generic
courses



In too many cases leadership development centres on single events. In truth,
underdeveloped leadership skills and behaviours are a bit like underused
muscles. To develop strong leadership skills, they must be actively and
continually worked on. This can be done through several developmental
experiences each building on the last. This means an organisation must put its
potential leaders in positions that stretch them. And it must provide coaching
and support, so they can build their abilities rapidly.

Recommendation: Combine several experiences that develop leadership
behaviours in the workplace on a daily, weekly and monthly basis

Mistake Number 5
They see leadership development as a one-o� event



I’ve worked with companies who want their leaders to develop their people.
But they give them personal targets that mean they have no time to focus on
anything other than sales and delivery. I’ve also seen companies that want to
develop a culture of collaboration. But they reward their employees
individually – encouraging competition not collaboration. People will only
change their behaviour if they gain something positive from doing so. HR
processes must be designed to reinforce the leadership behaviours you need.

Recommendation: Design people processes to encourage and reinforce
the leadership behaviours you desire. 

Mistake Number 6
They don't build the routines and processes needed to
enable the desired leadership behaviours



What I Do

I run a professional training and coaching company. We specialise in
developing leaders and leadership teams for fast-growing companies,
especially in the high-tech sector.

My Professional Experience

I have over 25 years experience developing leaders for companies like P&G
and Accenture. But my passion lies with mid-sized, high-tech companies. A
de�ning moment of my career was when I helped start up Avanade, a joint
venture between Accenture and Microsoft. I helped grow the company to 1200
employees in its �rst year and 40% a year after that.

Meet Antoinette Oglethorpe



What next?

Discover six practical strategies for developing your leadership
talent 

Download your free LEADER eBook here

http://www.antoinetteoglethorpe.com/LEADER-ebook

